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**Abstract**

Prepared for the 29th Annual Conference of Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies
'Dignity in Times of Globalization' Indore MP India.

**Workshop with Dignilogues**

16th - 19th August

Renaissance Indira Group of Institutions

Together, we examine the link between dignity and innovation and how strategies for a sustainable future can be found, strategies for the unfolding of dignity for all in Egypt and throughout the world.

http://www.humiliationstudies.org/whoweare/annualmeeting/29.php

“Peace is not only absence of war but giving respect and living with dignity for creating a better world”.

The world has been transformed into a global village. Globalization is having a major impact not only on the business world but also on the whole humanity. Globalization is the process by which all peoples and communities come to experience an increasingly common economic, social and cultural environment for creating common good for all. Is Globalization good or bad? Global recession, poverty, conflict & violence, climate change and human rights & human dignity became the most important challenges due to the process of Globalization in 21st century.

**Our Globalized World**

In an age of globalization, the struggle for human rights & human dignity has become more complex and challenging. While protections for human rights are increasingly passed by governments and international bodies like the United Nations, grave threats to and gross violations of human rights are also on the rise. **The biggest agenda of 21st century is how to protect human rights & human Dignity in the era of Globalization?**
Human values are eroding at a very fast rate resulting in a decline in the quality of life of the people. At the dawn of the new millennium, what is required most is Peace, harmony and human dignity for creating peaceful & sustainable society in 21st century. The objective of the paper is to explore how globalization affects the human dignity and rights of the human person in the present and into the future in 21st century?

The paper tries to explain the concept of Peace & human dignity and challenges of human dignity in the era of globalization. Peace and human dignity are the main foundation of holistic sustainable development. Without Peace and human dignity, we cannot achieve sustainable peace and sustainable future. The paper tries to explore the universal values – of Peace, Respect & Dignity to achieve the sustainable peace and building a peaceful and global sustainable society.
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